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INTRODUCTION
During the 1980s and early 1990s, scholars in both Europe and Latin
America began t o look t o the Chicano experience in the United States
as a means of understandmg global processes of differentiation and
ethnic identification. This interest in Chcano identity is due, in part, t o
its position within processes of cultural production; cultural practices
tied to the politics of Chcano identity have made visible conditions of
internal colonization and of postcolonial resistance through a variety of
media including art, literature, and urbanism. In this sense, Chcago
artistic practices have provided a form of cultural architecture whose
impacts can be found w i t h many North American cities. As the largest
Mexican-American city in the US, Los Angeles-particularly East Los
Angeles-has become an integral part of the social identity of many
Chcanos and Latinos. Here, place and identity intersect creating both
a real and an imagined geography that has served as the place of and
inspiration for a range of critical practices. These conscious and creative
explorations have contributed t o the production of distinctly Chicano
and Latino cultural landscapes.
For many Chcanos and Latinos, cities llke Los Angeles exist within
a colonial framework. Los Angeles was once a part of Mexico's northern
territories and became an American city through a process of military
occupation and cultural domination. The same is true of much of what
is now considered the southwestern region of the US. As an occupied
territory and, later, as an annexed state, California became a colonized
space-a space overtaken by American westward expansion. American
occupation led t o the internal colonization of LA'S Latino
In this sense, the politics of Chicano identity have helped t o translate,
re-inscribe, and reclaim t h e postcolonial center-the
modern
m e t r ~ p o l i s .This
~
paper explores three areas of Chicano cultural
oroduction rooted in East Los Anpeles in order t o illustrate their
importance to understandings of contemporary Latino LA: street
muralism, the s ~ a t i a narratives
l
of Asco and Frank Romero, and the
architectural investigations of James Rojas and the team of Margaret
Crawford and ADOBE LA. By revisiting these past manifestations of
an other Los Angeles, t h s paper mill illustrate how the politics of identity
have informed the contemporary city.
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CHICANO SOCIO-SPATIAL IDENTITY
Writer and poet Rubkn Martinez has described hls Me in Los Angeles
as a "blend of cultures, languages, and ideologies (Anglo/Latino, Spanish/
English, in&vidualist/collectivist)"-as
a life located in both the North
and South and neither simultaneously. For Martinez, LA is a city
shaped local manfestations of global political geographies.These spatial
and cultural divisions are rooted in the experience of internal
colonization that has shaped social Me for Chcano and Latino Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, in this sense, lies at the center of Atzlan, the Chcano
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cultural homeland. In t h s sense, Los Angeles was and continues t o be a
cultural and physical borderland--one that matches the description
provided by Martinez.
Life, then, in Los Angeles is shaped by two social worlds-by
an
American social world and one cast as a Latin Other. For Martinez,
these two worlds must be navigated in order to survive. In many ways,
t h s need t o negotiate cultural worlds provides a tie to the Chicano
Movement in both art and politics. As an outgrowth of the 1960s era of
social struggles, the Chicano movement, or El Movimiento, was
ideologcally aligned with the civil rights movements in the US as well
as international student and Third World liberation movements.'
Although it shared common goals with a wide range of struggles, the
Chcano movement aimed t o address the marginalized condition of
Mexican-American groups in the United States.
W h l e few printed documents spell out a specific Chicano art
manifesto, the outlines of an aesthetic can be found in a variety of
sources including artist's statements, oral histories, and the influential
publication, "El plan espititual de Atzldn" (The Spiritual Plan of Atzlbn),
that emerged from the ChicanoYouth Conference held in Denver in
1969.6 In these documents, one finds a political vision clearly tied t o
grass-roots artistic production; artists were called upon t o help
disseminate information and to help define the cultural identity of the
Chicano communities. This link between cultural identity and
manifestations of that culture in material form provides a key to
understanding Chicano socio-spatial practices as they apply t o
archtecture and the city. Chcano art provides evidence of clearly
motivated cultural practices; Chicano art, by definition, seeks t o bring
t o light colonial legacies of marginalization by drawing upon and
redefining the cultural landscape of the city. In this sense, Chicano art
actively embraces the politics of identity in order t o engage a wide
range of urban audiences.
To be clear, it is not the production of the urban barrio perse that this
paper takes as its focus; rather, it is the conscious expression of Chcano
identity as a postcolonial practice that lies at the center of this
investigation. However, Chicano art often draws its strength from
everyday barrio life in w h c h "art objects are embedded in a network of
cultural sites.. .that express the community's sense of itself, the aesthetic
display projecting a sort of visual bicult~ralism."~This bicultural
expressiveness illustrates the cultural hybridity necessary t o navigate
the contemporary postcolonial metropolis. The location of Chicano
culture within a borderland between the social worlds of the CIS and
Mexico is its greatest asset-ne
that has drawn the attention of scholars
and cultural theorists worldwide. In the words of Guillermo GomezPeiia, an internationally respected artist and cultural critic, the'lstrength
and origmality of Chcano-Latino contemporary art in the US lies partially
in the fact that it is often bicultural, bilingual, and/or bic~nceptual."~
T h s type of cultural flexibility allows Chcano and Latino artists operate
w i t h what both Gomez-Pefia and cultural theorist Homi Bhabha have

described as a third-space of cultural expression that confronts the
postcolonial present.9 The border, in this sense, becomes a site for
intervening into the present that "demands an encounter with 'newness'
that is not a part of the continuum of the past and present. It creates a
sense of the new as an insurgent act of cultural tran~lation."'~

MURALISM ANDTHE CITY
The urban mural is one example of such insurgent cultural translation.
W h l e not solely tied to the Chcano movement, the urban mural
developed as a medium of expression that helped t o reclaiming the
public realm of the city and contributed t o a larger struggle t o overcome
racism and poverty. Urban murals, as components of political visual
voice, became one of the most enduring modes of insurgent cultural
translation available not only to Chicano communities in Los Angeles
but also t o margmalized communities in general.'' Influenced by the
Mexican muralists of the 1930s, the Chcano movement called for a
monumental public art easily accessed in everyday life. This was often
translated into the appropriation of available surfaces for the
dissemination information and images. By mixing long-standing symbolic
iconography rooted in cultural tradition with images tied to local settings,
murals provided cultural commentaries tied to contemporary struggles.
As Coco Fusco, an artist and cultural theorist, has pointed out,
"Sjmbolic action expressed ria artistic creation.. .has become the
p r i m a y arena for innorative self-dejhition among political(v
disenfranchised peoples. This yncretic fusing o f dgerent forms of
belief and practice has enabled disempouered groups to maintain
their traditions while endorsing various cultural reycling methods
that infuse old icons with new meanings.""

Murals have also helped t o shape debates within the Chicano
community. In the work of artists such as Judith Baca, urban murals
serve as symbolic reminders t o greater Los Angeles of an Other LA
often subsumed under a mythologized Spanish heritage.13 Her work
has attempted t o create a unified identity that confronts dominant
cultural misrepresentations and re-inscribes an often overlooked Mexican
past into the contemporary urban realm. But for others, attempts t o
define unified notions of identity are themselves limiting. Willie
Herr6n's mural, The CrackedWall, illustrates that the Chcano community
is not easily defined (see Figure 1). Herr6n's mural, located in a back
alley rather than along a public avenue, was intended not as a gesture
towards the city at large but rather as a commentary internal t o the
Chicano community and as a reminder of local problems such as gang
activity, drug abuse, and provincialism. In this sense, Herr6n did not
seek a homogeneous unity; rather, he sought to draw the community
together around a set of issues critical to the development of Latino Los
Angeles. In so doing, muralists like Baca and Herron initiated a halog
that has contributed to both the physical and the social shape of East LA.

WALKING IN LA: ASCO ANDTHE POLITICS OF PLACE
The internal critique begun by Herr6n in The CrackedTfill carried
over into h s work in the collaborative art group Asco during the 1970s."
Active from 1971 to 1985. Asco was the first and most influential Chcano
conceptual/performance art group to come out of East Los Angeles.
Utilizing improvisation, performance, and guerrilla theater, Asco
transformed the city into their canvas; through a series of performances
beginning with Stations o f t h e Cross on December 24,1971, Asco began
their cultural assault on institutions shaping the barrio. Staged
unannounced along a one-mile stretch of'liihiGier Boulevard in East
LA, Stations o f the Cross appropriated and re-deployed Catholic
iconography in order t o challenge local institutional power structures
while simultaneously locating the politics of identity within the space of
the city. The choice ofwhittier Boulevard itself was not haphazardly
made;Whittier connects the east side to downtown Los Angeles and has
often been called the symbolic of the heart of East LA. Additionally,
Whittier was the site of the Chicano Moratorium-aVietnam motest
rally that ended in police violence and the death of R u b h Salazar, an
active Chicano iournalist with the Los AnpelesTimes.
Asco returned t o Whittier Boulevard several times over the
following years and each new performance continued t o explore the
connections between the politics of identity, space, and place (see Figure
2). Adhtionally, each new performance introduced investigations into
various media-film,
muralism, and photography, thereby provihng
numerous opportunities to appropriate and re-articulate the image of
the city. Through the use of site specific performances, film, and guerrilla
tactics, Asco put the politics of identity of East Los Angeles into play
w i t h n a broad hscursive landscaoe.
W h l e created 1orior to the IDresent
I
state of media technologies, Asco's place-based interventions are early
examples of what cultural theorist Arjun Appadurai has labeled the
ideoscapes of contemporary cultural flows-the "concatenations of
images.. .and counter-ideologes of movements explicitly oriented t o
capturing state power or a piece of it."" Chicano urban art, in this
sense, served t o mobilize landscapes of images that challenged notions
of a unified Chcano identity, of established artistic practices, and
mainstream perceptions of the East Los Angeles. In doing so, East LA
became a symbolic center in the production of Chicano identity and
served as evidence that public space could be shaped through sociospatial action.
0

hgure 2:Arco performmg First Supper (After a Major Riot) in 1974 (image copyright
held by Harry Gamboa and reprinted courtesy of the artist).

POST-ASCO TACTICS: COLLECTIVE URBANISM
The ~nfluenceofAsco's urban theater spread as other groups, among
them Los Four, took the politics of identity in Los Angeles as inspiration
for cultural expressions. l 6 Grupos, or collaborative artistic groups, are
in many ways a legacy of the Chicano movement that persists to this
figure 1:Wllhe Herrdni The Cracked Wall (photo by Jose Gamer)

day; grupos were often formed around local arts centers and aimed to
promote grassroots artistic practices including social and spatial action.
Los Four grew out of dus tradtion and brought the local cultural landscape
into their work by utilizing street imagery, particularly graffiti, as a
means of challengng established artistic practices.
After the group's demise in 1983, Los Four co-founder Frank Romero
continued to paint scenes of East Los Angeles in order t o bring the
message of Chcano struggle to outside auchences. T h s agenda remained
a central part of Romero's work and provided a lens onto the politics of
identity in Los Angeles for both Chcano and mainstream art auhences.
For Romero, Whttier became a paradigmatic site of cultural resistance;
two of his paintings, "The Closing of W h t t i e r Boulevard" and "The
Death of Ruben Salazar,"represent clashes between the dominant society
of Los Angeles and the Chicano community in East LA (see Figure 3).
As with the previous efforts of Los Four, Romero intended t o further
the agenda of the Chicano movement by introducing the politics of
identity into established artistic circles. However, the importance of
place remained; by addressing site-specific events, Romero maintained
a &alog with East LA, contributed to the on-going development of
Chicano identity, and connected the space of the gallery t o the streets
of the barrio. In doing so, the often de-politicized context of artistic
&splay was disrupted through the introduction of the politics of identity.
Interestingly, Romero dtd not participate in either of the events he
depicted in "The Death of Ruben Salazar" or inG'TheClosing ofwhittier
Boulevard;" each event occurred in the early years of the Chicano
movement w h l e Romero's paintings were executed some fifteen years
later.'' Instead, Romero drew upon the collective memory of East Los
Angeles for his inspiration. In this sense, the works ofAsco, Los Four,
and Romero are not only related but are, in many ways, successive
projects within afarnib ofre~emblance.'~

Flgure 3: Frank Romeroi The Death of Rubkn Salazor (Image coprlght held
and repnnted courre;! of the artlrt).
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EVERYDAY PRACTICES
By delvinginto social and political issues, Chicano artists began the
process of re-writing the hstory of Los Angeles in order t o include
pieces of a story previously left out. T h s was not simply a process of
historical revision; this was a spatialized project that took the urban
realm as apart of its tactical base. The city became the site, subject, and
text for critical intervention. In t h s sense, the city is not a rigid plan;
rather, it is a set of collective inheritances to be continually re-articulated.
In this light, the socio-spatial "praxis" andamaterial force" of Chicano
and Latino communities illustrate processes of urban transformation
and provide ways t o re-thnk contemporary urbanism.I9 For urban
planner JamesT. Rojas, East Los Angeles is an enacted landscape where
theC'identityof place.. .is created through the culturally related behavior
patterns of the re~idents."~'Through his work as a graduate student in

the Department ofArchitecture at MIT, Rojas illustrated the means by
which urban shapes are tailored to meet the cultural preferences of
Mexican and Mexican American communities in East Los Angeles.
Through a process enacting urban space, of shaping social spaces through
practices of everyday life, many residents of East LA have introduced
various forms of architectural and urban props-murals, fences, vendor
carts-that have contributed to a &stinctive cultural landscape. Although
unpublished, Rojas' master's thesis has been widely influential within
architectural, urban design, and urban planning circles (particularly in
academia) where both facultvJ and students have drawn w1 o n his work
as the basis for further research. Rojas provided not only a readmg of
a Chicano cultural landscape but also a new academic terrain largely
overlooked by schools of architecture and urbanism.
The importance of Rojas' work can be gauged by more recent
research into Chicano Los Angeles; by 1994, this line of work had
entered the mainstream of artistic, architectural, and academic practices.
Rodolfo F. Acuiia, a Chicano Stu&es Scholar whose work has chronicled
the hstory of East Los Angeles, included a section on Chicano urbanism
in his recent book, Anj-thing But Mexican: Chicanos i n Contemporay Los
Angeles, that is based largely upon the work of Rajas." Similarly, the
collaborative art and archtecture group, ADOBE LA (Architects and
Designers Opening the Border ~ d &
of ~ o s ~ n g e l e shas
) , also taken the
cultural landsca~es
of LA's Latino communities as the obiects of both
1
academic and professional pursuit^.'^ Through continued investigations
into the cultural transformation of urban spaces and through design
practices that actively engage Chicano and Latino communities in Los
Angeles, ADOBE LA has both continued the line of inquiry begun by
Rojas as well as the tradition of the grup-a
central component of the
Chicano art movement.
Further illustrating the growing influences of non-traditional
archtectural investigations within mainstream circles was the inclusion
of ADOBE LA's work in two major archtectural and urban design
exhibitions: Urban Revisions: Current Projectsfor the Public Realm, held at
the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) in Los Angeles and House
Rules, w h c h was held at t h e l e x n e r Center for the Arts in Columbus,
O h o , and later published in the archtectural journal As~emblage.~~
Urban
Rerisions intended t o focus attention on a number of selected urban
design and planning projects from around the country addressing a
range of social, cultural, economic, ecological, and political concerns. In
response t o MOCA's call, ADOBE LA submitted a proposal that
highlighted an absence from the exhbition-"vernacular
design on
behalf of cultural ~urvival."~'Conceding the oversight, MOCA invited
ADOBE LA t o intervene in the main exhibit. In response, ADOBE LA
created pieces that worked themselves into the gaps of the larger
exhibit in order to metaphorically illustrate the appropriation of urban
landscapes common in many Latino communities in Los Angeles: gallery
spaces were tagged with cultural markers, East LA's ubiquitous vender
carts were parked between project displays, and an urban map detailing
the overlaps of toxic waste sites, sites of under-employment, and Latino
neighborhoods served to remind MOCA's visitors of an other urban
reality.
House Rules grappled with the problem of re-thinking the American
ideal of the single-family detached home through design interventions
and theoretical speculation. Here, ADOBE LA was paired with urban
theorist Margaret Crawford further illustrating the infiltration of the
Chicano politics into the mainstream. Using a hyper-realistic
architectural model depicting a typical Californian suburban bungalow
transformed t o meet the cultural needs of Mexican Americans in East
LA, the project by ADOBE LA and Crawford illustrated cultural practices
of app;opriation while challenging a c c e p t e d a r c h i t e c t u r a l
representational standards. Additionally, the Crawford/ADOBE LA
project added critical theoretical depth t o the work Rojas by illustrating
how the "heroic bricolage" described in the work of Michel de Certeau
can be found in residential landscapes of East LA."

CRITICAL PRACTICE AND SPACE
Both the MOCA andwexner Center exhbits indicate the extent to
which the margins have entered into the center of theoretical debates.
Largely overlooked in both theory and design, the politics of identity
have made in-roads primarily via cultural critique. The power of making
visible the previously invisible exposes not only former silences but also
the mechanisms by which silence is maintained. However, as with any
margmalized position worhng from within the center itself, the
of speaking the unspoken is simply not enough. The charge must be one
of "developing a vigilance for systematic appropriations of the
unacknowledged social production of a differential" within the practices
of the enter.'^
As a practice, the revisiting of past works such as those of Asco,
Romero, Rojas, and Crawford/ADOBE LA serves to maintain in motion
an understandmp of the ~ o l i t i c of
s identityi that both seeks to reclaim
histories while preserving the power that critique holds. In this ongoing battle, creative and imagnative practices are now important
aspects of cultural expression. As cultural theorist Arjun Appadurai has
stated, the "image, the imagined, the imaginary-these
are all terms
which direct us to somethmg critical and new in global cultural processes:
the imagination as a social practice."27 The works of Chicano artists such
as Asco, Los Four, and Romero as well as more recent works by Rojas,
ADOBE LA, and Crawford provide evidence of cultural resistance that
takes the space of the city to be an integral part of its process. In this
sense, these projects illustrate the role that the imagination, cultural
identity and postcolonial practices play in shaping the contemporary
city. The works cited frame the city as something more than the site of
nostalgia or cultural consumption. Here, the city provides an important
zone of interaction-a
space of cultural hybridty within which to explore
the politics of identity. By lookhg to various forms of cultural production,
both formal and informal, one finds that murals, architectural props,
spatial practices, and artistic representations emerge as important tools
in the development of an aesthetic and an ability to exhibit culture from
mlthln a marginalized community.
0
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